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SEPARATION AND CONNECTEDNESS 
K. CSASZAR 
Budapest 
Our purpose is to study families of sets having properties si-
milar to those of the family of all connected sets of a topological 
space, as well as the relation of such families to binary relations 
called separations. Let us begin with the definition of the latter 
concept. 
Definition I. The relation tr between the subsets of a set 
X is said to be a separation if 
0 <r A; A <r 0 for A c i , 
A cr B implies Af\B = 09 
A a B, A* O A, B ' C B implies A* crB*. 
The separation a is said to be symmetrical if A or B implies 
B a A. 
The notion of separation is nothing else than another formu-
lation of the notion of semi-topogenous order. In fact, as it is 
well-known (til, p. 7): 
Definition II. The relation < between the subsets of a set 
X is said to be a semi-topogenous order if 
0< 09 X< X, 
M < H implies M C H , 
M c r < r c l implies M < N. 
The semi-topogenous order <: is said to be symmetrical if 
M < N implies X - ff < X - M. 
The above mentioned equivalence of separation and semi-topo-
genous order is contained in the following statements? 
Theorem I. If < is a semi-topogenous order and the relation 
<r is defined by 
(1) A CTB iff A < X - B, 
then cr is a separation. Conversely if cr is a separation and the 
relation < is defined by 
(2) M < F iff M cr X - N, 
then < is a semi-topogenous order. 
Proof, cr defined by (1) is a separation: 
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0 c 0< 0 d X - A ~ ^ 0 c r A ; 
Ao x < x e x - 0^> A cr 0% 
A <X B<̂ > A < X - B = ^ A C X - B - ^ A O B = 0\ 
A c r B , A f C l A , B f d B ^ A f C A < X ~ - B c : X ~ B f ^ A f < X - B*4=-̂  
44> A' rr B \ 
On t h e o t h e r hand < d e f i n e d by (2) i s a s emi - topogenous o r d e r ; 
0&T-0^0<0% Xc rX~X=^X<Xf 
M< w^M c r x - w ^ M n ( x ~ i r ) = 0<^>m c l j 
M Cl Mf < I?rf C K4=->M C M f , Mf 0- X - F % X - l O l - I ^ l n I « N«*> 
<?=* M < N. 
Theorem II . If cr is obtained by (1) from <* t and < is 
obtained by (2) from this cr 9 then <.' = ---: | conversely if < is 
obtained by (2) from cr and a-' from this < by (1), then cr'« cr . 
The relations < and cr satisfying (1) and (2) are said to 
*>e associated with each other* 
E. g. if, in a topological space X, the semi-topogenous order 
< is defined by 
M < IT iff M O int N, 
then the separation cr associated with < is given by 
(3) A (T0 B iff A C int(X - B) = X - I iff A(ll« 0. 
On the other hand, let < be defined by 
M < 5 iff M C i n t S and I c N , 
then cr associated with < will be given by 
(4) AcrB iff Af\U = Xf\B = 0. 
Concerning symmetrical separations we can say: 
Theorem III» The separation cr is symmetrical iff the semi-
-topogenous order < associated with it is sfmmetrical. 
Proof. If cr is symmetrical, then 
M < W«=*M ( r X - I T ^ X - K c r M <$=-?> X - M < X - M; 
if < is symmetrical, then 
A cr B<^A < X - B =$>B < X - A<=-> B <r k. 
Let us now consider families of sets defined by some conditions 
obviously fulfilled for the system of all connected sets in a topolo-
gical spaces 
Definition III. The system oL 0f subset's of a set X is said 
to be a connectivity if 
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0z£, \p\e£ for p e X, 
C, e T ( i e i ) f P . C. / 0 impl ies U c, e i . 1 i e i x lei x 
Connec t iv i t i es can be obtained from separa t ions in the fol low-
ing way: 
Theorem IV0 l e t 0" be a separa t ion on X, and l e t C ejT 
hold i f f 
C « A u B f AO-B imr^Lies A = 0 or B = 0\ 
then <T i s a connec t iv i ty ca l l ed the connec t iv i ty induced by cr , 
Proof. 0 = AUB impl ies A = B = 09 hence 0 e-C. 
t p ] = AuB f A crB i m p l i e s , by A OB « 09 A = { pf f B =- 0 
or B = { p | f A = 09 hence { p ^ j T . 
U c, = C = A^B f A cr Bf pe »» C- implies e . g. p^Aj 
i e i 1 i e i x 
then , f o r every i f C± ^ (AC\G±)U (BOC i) - A iL/B i where evident ly 
.A, <r B. f p e A. -=5>A± / 0 , thus C^JT impl ies B± = 0 and B = 
» U B. = 0. 
i£ I x 
E. g. if, in a topological space, cr is defined by (4), then 
this separation induces the family of all connected sets in the usual 
sense. This CT is evidently symmetrical. Its relation to the separa-
tion CT defined by (3) can be given as follows: 
(5) A a B iff A<T0 B and B• <r A. 
In general, it is clear that if <x is a separation, then the 
relation cr defined by (5) is the finest symmetrical separation 
coarser than cr. Here the separation <K is said to be coarser 
than the separation ^ (or ^p finer tnan °\) ±f A CT. B implies 
A <*2 B. 
Clearly the relation of being finer (coarser) is a partial or-
dering among the separations. 
Conversely to Theorem IV, if a connectivity X is given, we 
can always construct a separation Cr which induces JL . More pre-
cisely: 
Theorem V. Let <T be a connectivity and, by definition, let 
A c1 B hold iff there exists no C e£ such that 
C C A U B , A n c / j e f / B H c . 
The relation cr1 defined here is a symmetrical separation 
which induces X • 
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Proof, cr' is evidently symmetrical, 
cr̂  is a separation, 0 <r' B and A cr' 0 by 0(\ C - 0i 
A cr' B implies A H B = 09 otherwise there would be a set C = /p} c* 
C A U B with the property Cel f C O A / 0 / CdBj if A cr' B, 
A* C. Af B'c B but A'cr B' would not hold, then there would be 
a set Gf a. A'VJ B' such that c'eJl , G9 n A1 / 0 / G9 A Bf and then 
C'cz AVJB, CT\ A D C'OA' / 0f C ' a B D C ' n B ' /)2( in contradiction 
to A cr1 B# 
cr* induces X 0 To prove this let J denote the connectivi-
ty induced by cr* according to Theorem IV* We prove that X = X # 
JTcrX* since C = AuB f A cr' Bf k £ 09 B ^ 0 would be in contra-
diction with CeX • On the other hand X dJT • Let C G X * X is 
a connectivity, therefore if C9 = 0 then C'eT • If Cf / 09 
choose p e C \ Set 
(*) A = U { c i : p ^ C i C C
f
f Cj.eX}* 
Then AeX , s ince JtT i s a connec t iv i ty , and p £ A cz c f by { p\ GJT . 
Let B = C9 - A* Prove f i r s t t h a t A cr' B. In f a c t , fo r a se t CeC 
with C ^ A O B = C , GC\k/09 we have p £ A U C e £ f A u C O C * 
hence by («) A u C C A , C C A , Cf\B = 0. Consequently A cr' B 
and A / 0 implies B = 0, Cf = AeJLf and therefore d C ^ T * 
In general, a connectivity can be induced by several separati-
ons» However, that one defined in Theorem Y is the finest among them: 
Theorem VI• If A is a connectivity and cr' is the separation 
defined in Theorem V, then cr1 is the finest one among all separat-
ions inducing T • 
Proofs If CT induces X and A cr Bf C ^ A U B , Cf]k^0^ 
£ COB, then CAAcrCnB and (C a A) u (C 0 B) = C imply C £T 9 so 
that A CT1 B. 
The fact that two separations distinct from each other can in-
duce the same connectivity may be illustrated by the following exam-
ple • Let X be the real line with the usual topology, and let ^ 
denote the separation defined by (4)* Then the connectivity JT in-
duced by cr consists of all intervals. With this I 9 consider the 
separation cr' defined in Theorem V. Both cr and cr' induce X , 
however cr ̂  <T'# in fact, if 
A = [0f 1] HQ f B = (1, 2)OQ 
(Q is the set of rational numbers)f then A cr B does not hold since 
l£Af\Bf but clearly A cr> B* 
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The answer to the following open problem would be of some in-
terest. Characterize those connectivities -L whose elements coin-
cide with all connected sets of a topological space X, or the same 
question for some special class of topological spaces. 
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